Purpose -Solution of a highly nonlinear fluid dynamics in a low Prandtl number regime, typical for metal like materials, as defined in the Call for contributions to a numerical benchmark problem for 2D columnar solidification of binary alloys (Bellet, et al., 2009) . The solution of such a numerical situation represents the first steps towards understanding the instabilities in a more complex case of macrosegregation. Approach -The involved temperature, velocity and pressure fields are represented through the local approximation functions which are used to evaluate the partial differential operators. The temporal discretization is performed through explicit time stepping. Originality -The solution procedure is formulated completely through local computational operations. Besides local numerical method also the pressure velocity is performed locally with retaining the correct temporal transient. Findings -The performance of the method is assessed on the natural convection in a closed rectangular cavity filled with a low Prandtl fluid. Two cases are considered, one with steady state and another with oscillatory solution. It is shown that the proposed solution procedure, despite its simplicity, provides stable and convergent results with excellent computational performance. The results show good agreement with the results of the classical finite volume method and spectral finite element method.
INTRODUCTION
The computational modelling of solidification has become an important research subject due to its pronounced influence in better understanding of nature as well as in the development of the advanced technologies. The main computational difficulties in tackling solidification systems stem from the moving interface between the solid and the liquid phase, respective jump of the physical properties (density, viscosity, etc.) across the interface as well as possible jumps in heat flux, species flux and concentration at the interface. The jumps are accompanied by the fast thermal diffusion compared to the species diffusion, and involved convection phenomena. The convection phenomena arise due to the thermal and solutal gradients in the melt as well as convection, triggered through the movement of the interface between the solid and the liquid phase with different densities. The situation could be additionally complicated by the surface tension governed (Marangoni) convection, and movement of the dispersed solid phase, that might be present in the melt. The respective flow patterns can be laminar, periodic or turbulent. The computational treatment of solidification phenomena can be conducted on different scales that might range from the dendritic growth on the micron scale (Lorbiecka and Šarler, 2010) , grain growth on the millimeter scale, and system level on the meter scale (Vertnik, 2011) . It is a long term vision to be able to solve the grain size and distribution of the solidified system, microsegregation (chemical inhomogeneities) on the scale of the solidified grain, and macrosegregation (chemical inhomogeneities) on the system level, together with a range of segregations on the length scales between micro and macro.
There have been many computational studies performed up to now to simulate the macrosegregation. However, a precise answer on how accurate the results are (verification of macrosegregation modelling) is quite a novel issue, proposed in a recent benchmark test by (Bellet, et al., 2009) . This benchmark test, that logically follows the melting exercise, proposed by (Gobin and Le Quéré, 2000) consists of two parts. I. A separate preliminary single phase exercise: concerned with the convective problem in the absence of solidification and in conditions close to those met in solidification processes. Two problems are considered for the case of laminar natural convection: I. a transient thermal convection for a pure liquid metal with a Prandtl number of the order of 10 -2 , and I. b double-diffusive convection in an 3 enclosure for a binary liquid metallic mixture with a Prandtl number on the order of 10 -2 and a Lewis number on the order of 10 -4 . II. The simulation of the full solidification process: First a specified 'minimal' solidification model is proposed with II. a Pb-18%Sn and II. b Sn-10%Pb alloys. The objective is to compare the numerical solutions obtained by different contributors (verification). Then different physical solidification models may be compared to check the features that allow for the best possible prediction of the physical phenomena (validation). It is essential for proper simulation of macrosegregation to be able to simulate the transient natural convection and the double diffusive flow structure. The part I.a of the proposed benchmark is tackled in the present work, which by the best of knowledge of the present authors represents the first results achieved on this benchmark. Natural convection heat transfer problems are fully determined through Rayleigh and Prandtl dimensionless numbers. Rayleigh number stands for the ratio between the buoyant to the viscous effects, and depends also on the geometry and boundary conditions. The Prandtl number, defined as the ratio of the momentum diffusivity to the thermal diffusivity, is an intrinsic thermophysical property of a fluid, which is not directly dependent on the problem configuration. The Prandtl number varies over several orders of magnitude from 10 -3 (liquid metals) to 10 5 (functional oils) in common fluids. Ratio between Prandtl and Rayleigh numbers is also known as Grashof number, which characterises the flow regime. There are three important values of the Grashof number which demarcate different flow bifurcations in a specific natural convection arrangement. The first critical value denotes the onset of steady convection from the conduction regime, the second one the onset of the periodic convection from the steady convection, and the third one the onset of the turbulent convection from the periodic convection. Subsequently, the effects of geometry, boundary conditions and fluid properties continue to attract the computational fluid dynamics community in search for more and more accurate as well as diverse simulations of natural convection (Amimul, 2011) .
Before tackling the macrosegregation as a consequence of the solidification of binary substance, a proper solution of natural convection, double diffusive convection and freezing, is needed. Detailed analyses and accurate solutions of different stages of solidification will maximize the possibilities to identify the differences between different numerical solutions at the point when they might originate. A comparison study of solution of macrosegregation, computed with the finite volume method and the finite element method (with quite different qualitative and quantitative response of different numerical method simulations) already exists, however there was until now no effort given to reasonably systematic identification of the origin of the differences in both solutions (Ahmad, et al., 1998) .
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The defined (Bellet, et al., 2009 ) macrosegregation cases with Pb-18%Sn and Sn-10%Pb give as a consequence results with mesosegragates which seem, at the moment, difficult to calculate in a discretisation and numerical method independent way. We have recently defined a related macrosegregation case, free of mesosegregates, and most probably for the first time demonstrated mesh independent and numerical method independent results . The numerical methods used were the finite volume method and the local radial basis function collocation method (Kosec and Šarler, 2008) .
The transient natural convection of the Low-Prandtl-Number fluids in 2D was probably for the first time studied in archival literature by Mohamad and Viskanta (Mohamad, 1991) . Their work follows a number of technical reports, cited in their paper. They numerically caught periodic oscillations at the critical Grashof numbers. Prior to the oscillatory flow, the steady state solutions with an oscillatory transient period were numerically predicted. The effect of boundary conditions and time marching schemes on the Mohamad and Viskanta reference solutions has been further studied by (Cless, 1996a , Cless, 1996b .A three dimensional study of Rayleigh-Benard convection of a low-Prandt-Number fluid in shallow three dimensional cavity heated from below was studied in (Nakano, 1998) . All mentioned studies used the finite difference method solution procedure. The work of Mohamad and Viskanta was recalculated by the finite element method in 1999 (Sammouda, 1999) . A problem of a lowPrandtl-number natural convection in volumetrically heated rectangular enclosures was studied for different situations by (Arcidiacono, 2001a , Arcidiacono, 2001b , Di Piazza, 2001 . A comparison between the finite volume method and the spectral Chebyshev method (Xin, 2002) , for low Prandtl number natural convection in a shallow cavity was given by (Založnik, et al., 2005) . The transition from steady to oscillatory flow for a very low Prandtl number fluid (Pr= 0.008) was studied for rectangular enclosures with aspect ratios (length/height) of 0.25, 0.4, 1.0, and 2.0 by (Crunkleton, 2006) with the finite volume method and SIMPLE pressure correction algorithm. A graph of Rayleigh number of first bifurcation of natural convection was recently given for a range of Prandtl numbers from 0.1 to 1.0 in (Xiaohua, 2009) . Tesso and Piva (Pesso and Piva, 2009 ) recently calculated the low Prandtl natural convection in a square cavity, caused by large differences in the working fluid, characterised by the Gay-Lussac number (Ga) in addition to the Ra and Pr. They used a finite volume based commercial software for obtaining the steady state results for a range of Pr from 0.0071 to 0.71, Ra from 10 to 10 8 and Ga from 0 to 2. Finally the authors propose a heat transfer correlation for the tackled range of situations.
The meshless or sometimes also named meshfree or mesh reduction methods represent a class of numerical methods where an arbitrarily distributed set of nodes, without any additional 5 topological relations between them, is used. Such meshless methods represent a promising technique to avoid problems with polygonisation. There exist several meshless methods such as Element free Galerkin method, the Meshless Petrov-Galerkin method, the point interpolation method, the point assembly method, the finite point method, smoothed particle hydrodynamics method, reproducing kernel particle method, Kansa method (Monaghan, 1988 , Kansa, 1990a , Kansa, 1990b , Atluri and Shen, 2002b , Atluri and Shen, 2002a , Chen, 2002 , Liu, 2003 , Gu, 2005 , Fasshauer, 2006 , Šterk and Trobec, 2008 , Trobec, et al., 2009 ). However, this work is focused on one of the simplest classes of meshless methods in development today, the local point interpolation (Wang and Liu, 2002) Radial Basis Function (Buhmann, 2000) Collocation Method (RBFCM) (Šarler, 2007) . Undoubtedly, these methods can be of great advantage in solving solidification processing problems. In the present paper we use a local variant of RBFCM (Šarler, 2007) , the Local Radial Basis Function Collocation Method (LRBFCM). The main advantage of the local approach is that the spatial disretization problem is simplified to solving small systems instead of large global systems, which might become unstable for increasing number of computational nodes. The LRBFCM approach was already successfully applied to several thermofluid situations, ranging from the laminar to turbulent situations , Divo and Kassab, 2007 , Kosec and Šarler, 2008 .
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The considered problem domain is a closed air-filled square-shaped cavity with differentially heated vertical walls with temperature difference T  and insulated horizontal walls. The non-permeable and no-slip velocity boundaries are assumed. The problem is described by three coupled PDE equations: mass (1), momentum (2), and energy conservation (3) equations, where all material properties are considered to be constant. The Boussinesq approximation (4) is used for the treatment of body force in the momentum equation. The natural convection is thus described by the following system of equations The introduced physical model does not have a closed form solution and in order to solve it a numerical approach has to be employed. A reference eponymous work in this field is that by De Vahl Davis (de Vahl Davis, 1983) .
SOLUTION PROCEDURE
In this paper we use a novel local meshless numerical method with local pressure velocity coupling. A general idea behind the local meshless methods is the use of local sub clusters of domain nodes (Figure 2 ), named local support domains, with local basis functions for the approximation of fields. With the selected support domain, an approximation function is introduced as a sum of weighted basis functions
where , , and 
with C  standing for the free shape parameter of the basis function, are used, based on the results of the study by Franke (Franke, 1982) . By taking into account all support domain nodes and equation (9) In general, the system (9) has to be solved only when the influence domain topology changes and therefore the computation can be optimized by computing 1  Ψ in a pre-process.
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Furthermore, the computation of the coefficients and the evaluation of differential operators can be combined. All information about the numerical approach and the local nodal topology can be stored in a predefined vector, which has to be re-evaluated only when the topology of the nodes changes. The differential operator vector ( 
The structured formulation is convenient since most of the complex and CPU demanding operations are performed in the pre-process phase. For all inner temporal loop operations only N floating point operations (FLOPS) are need for evaluation of an arbitrary partial differential operator. The implementation of the Dirichlet boundary condition is straightforward. In order to implement Neumann and Robin boundary conditions a special case of interpolation is needed. In these boundary nodes the function directional derivative instead of the function value is known and therefore the equation in the interpolation system changes to  stands for boundary node. Equation (17) simplifies to Neumann boundary condition computation if b is set to zero. Such approach makes the Neumann and the Robin boundary condition computation straightforward and CPU effective, again only N flops are needed to evaluate it, without any kind of special computational treatment on or near boundaries.
For the temporal discretization we use a two-level explicit time stepping
where zero-indexed quantities stand for the values at the initial time, and , DS for general diffusion coefficient, and source term, respectively. The time step is denoted with t  . The pressure-velocity coupling is performed through the correction of the intermediate velocity
The equation (19) did not take into account the mass continuity and respective corrections need to be applied
where , and m v P stand for iteration index, velocity correction and pressure correction, respectively. By combining the momentum and the mass continuity equations, the pressure correction Poisson equation emerges
Instead of solving the global Poisson equation exactly, the pressure correction is guessed from the divergence of the intermediate velocity.
The proposed assumption makes solving of the pressure velocity coupling iteration local. Such an approach is very CPU efficient, as it needs only one computation for each pressure correction. With the computed pressure correction the pressure and the velocity can be corrected as
where  stands for the relaxation parameter. The iteration is performed until the criterion
is met in all computational nodes. The approach is similar to the artificial compressibility method (ACM) (Massarotti, et al., 1998, Rahman and Siikonen, 2008) and in the framework of the Finite Difference Method to the SOLA approach (Hong, 2004) . However, the proposed approach retains the correct time transient which is not the case in SOLA and ACM approaches. The free fluid flow situations have been tackled by ACM in (Traivivatana, et al., 2007) and the flow in porous media in (Malan and Lewis, 2011) . In the present paper we are particularly interested in proper transient response of the computations. The proposed solution procedure is effective from computational point of view as all numerical operations are completely local. Despite several degrees of freedom over the spatial discretization, its complexity remains comparable to Finite Difference Method or Finite Volume Method. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The results of the benchmark tests are assessed in terms of streamfunction and cavity Nusselt number, with dimensionless variables, defined as
The Nusselt number is computed locally on five nodded influence domains, while the streamfunction is computed on the one dimensional influence domains representing each row, where all nodes in the row are used as an influence domain. The streamfunction is set to zero in south west corner of the domain   0, 0 0   . The presented solution procedure is first verified through the comparison of results against previously published data. The similar oscillatory low Prandtl number flow is considered, where a tall cavity with height/width aspect ratio A=4 is filled with Pr=0.0137 (Al4.5%Cu alloy) fluid and simulated at 5 Ra=2.81 10  . Current numerical approach is compared against finite volume method and Chebishev spectral method (Založnik, et al., 2005) . In present paper the results are presented in terms of hot side mean Nusselt number and its transformation into frequency domain (Figure 4 ). From Figure 4 it can be seen that our present numerical approach shows good agreement with more standard numerical solutions. In the present work computation is performed on 40497 uniformly distributed nodes. This case has already been solved in (Divo and Kassab, 2007, Kosec and Šarler, 2009) . We additionally present the frequency analysis of the case in the present paper. In Figure 3 the streamlines and the temperature contour plots for tall cavity test at different times are presented. The numerical setup of present cases is presented in Table I Figure 4 depicts excellent agreement of the present method with the FEM and spectral method. Solution of Case 1 is depicted in Figure 5 , where the streamlines and the temperature contour plots are plotted on the left figure. The temporal development of the hot side mean Nusselt number is presented on the right figure. In Figure 6 the streamlines and the temperature contour plots for Case 2 at different times during one oscillation are presented. In Figure 7 the hot side mean Nusselt number temporal development and in Figure 8 its representation in the frequency domain are presented, where f stands for dimensionless frequency. One can observe from Figure 6 an almost same maximum flow intensity during oscillations. One can see from Figure 7 that increase of the number of the computational nodes also increases the amplitude of the oscillations. Both cases show good convergent behaviour with respect to the number of the discretization nodes (Figure 9 ). In Case 2 it is evident that using too coarse nodal distribution the important part of the solution can be missed as with the coarsest computation the strongest oscillation is not captured. The oscillation is more pronounced with the increasing number of the nodes. The oscillations are fully developed after initial transient which ends roughly at 4.5 t . The oscillations in Case 2 are result of a balance between the buoyancy and shear stress forces.
CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper we demonstrate the application of extremely simple and intuitive meshless numerical approach towards solution of transient thermo-fluid problems. The first two numerical problems from the spectra of recent solidification oriented benchmark call are treated. The low Prandtl number natural convection in a closed domain is solved with the proposed numerical solution procedure. Two cases are considered; one with steady state and another with oscillatory solution. In both situations we show good convergence behaviour. Until now, no other reference solution exists of the treated cases. In addition, we compare the present numerical approach on the treated oscillatory case and show excellent agreement with more common global numerical approaches. We show that in oscillatory case the coarse nodal distributions miss relevant physical behaviour. In our recent related work we research application of adaptive nodal distribution in connection with the method used in this paper . More involved solidification benchmark call tests will be attempted by this adaptive numerical approach. The future work will also be focused on a parallel implementation of current solver as we already achieve good speedups with straightforward OpenMP based parallelization. Further steps will be taken in a GPU and MPI based parallelization schemes.
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